
A meeting was held on Monday 23rd of May 2022 at 5:30 pm


In attendance 3 Members from CERDA

Mr Rawal

5 members of the council


Mr Rawal and Cerda were welcomed and invited to present their proposal.


Michael introduced himself and said that we were welcome to ask questions during the 
presentation, but that he may need to consult his experts for detailed or technical questions.


CERDA:


The background to the planning proposal is a change in planning within WNC, there is an 
emerging stategic plan which is considering a series of growth options: rural, town etc. A first 
draft of that plan is due in June although that date may have been pushed back a little. Given the 
possibility of a change of leadership, this may go even further back.


There is a necessity for greenfield housing both on the open market and affordable housing. Lots 
of proposals are going in, a development at Green’s Norton being the latest. Lots of lessons have 
been learned from that proposal that have gone in to this proposal.


Council: how did the decision go?


Cerda: after all the appeals it went against.


CERDA: the development of townend close  was looked at and the 9 units there seemed like 
appropriate development and that included the direction of expansion of the village.


Council: Townend close was passed by the planners because it was fully affordable housing.


Cerda:

	 It is recognised that the further though the development of the new strategic plan we get 
the more that plan will have weight. Not only is the requirement that the new unitary authority will 
require to blend the plans from the previous council planning departments, but also there is a 
requirement that the strategic plan is reviewed every 5 years from the government.

	 The proposal for Brackley road does not tick every box for the current strategic plan.

Cerda believes that there is a difference between the Green’s Norton application and this one, 
notably the supply of housing. The critical point of this is the balance between benefits vs harms 
and there is a tilted balance on the side of benefits for this development.


Council: Croughton does not have the infrastructure needed for this development


CERDA:

This site was identified in the call for sites.

There is a whole team approach to this proposal including

• highways, drainage, landscape, ecology, trees, heritage and urban design.


Specifically using a constraints led approach, surface water drainage was looked at and 
biodiversity net gain, this proposal is for a maximum of 46 houses and maybe less. If the outline 
planning permission is granted then more detail can be negotiated.

• There is the potential for up to 10% net gain on biodiversity achievable onsite.

• A highway boundary option to put in a footpath is a possibility

• Perhaps extending that towards the cemetery and maybe add parking spaces for the cemetery.

• there is potential for other mitigatory factors to be negotiated.


Mr Rawal noted that it was not brought to the council before the application as previous 
responses have been that nothing would be discussed before the planning application went in. 
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Cerda also noted that their experience of previous receptions elsewhere to early negotiations 
have also influenced their decision to wait until the application was in before contacting the parish 
council.


Mr Rawal said that he would prefer a collaborative approach.


Council: There is currently no pedestrian access down Brackley road, why was the pedestrian 
access planned for the dwelling side of the road, not the field side


CERDA: no reason


Council: currently the plan says that the foot path will stop before it joins with the existing high 
street footpath. It is essential that either it would join up or there are substantial changes to the 
highway, or maybe both.

	 There is also the possibility of using the footpath towards the school, but that would also 
require improvements.


The sustainable urban drainage, what type is it and what would happen if it ever fills up. 


CERDA: It would never overflow, but for more details experts at CERDA will be consulted.


Council: there are already surface water drainage problems within the village, so a main drain 
could not add to the existing drainage scheme, it would need to go all the way to the lake.


What about Sewerage drainage, we already have some foul water drainage issues in houses, 
would the current system take the addition or would we need the roads dug up for a new drain?


CERDA: experts at CERDA will be consulted.


Council: Brackley road is a single track road in places and very small in others- this development 
would see an impact, not only on Brackley road, but also on the high street.


CERDA: because of the positioning of the development, there will be reduced car use.

Council: this is not realistic, in the plan, you have mentioned a number of bus stops within the 
village, but have not recognised that there is no bus that serves the village. Even if you can 
achieve reduced car usage, it does not mean there will be reduced car ownership.


CERDA: parking for the expected number of vehicles is accounted for and will not be reduced.


Council: this is an approximately 15% increase in the size of the village, if you wish to push this 
ahead, incentives will be required. For example the water pressure in that area of the village is 
already poor: could it be improved for everyone? Would you consider improving the traffic control 
throughout the village? Poor previous experience has led to distrust of delivery of benefits to the 
village, any plan for those would need full parameters as part of the application.


Are garages included in the plan: they are desirable for many?

CERDA: Garages are not included on the plan as they are not counted as parking spaces by the 
planning authority.


Mr Rawal noted that he had been advised not to include garages the small development 
application.


Cerda: whatever the case for or against garages, all houses in the development will have charging 
points across the board.


Other options to enforce delivery of benefits would include conditions or a design code. Ideally 
the village community will be involved in the negotiations for benefits, so that it is transparent 
where the money has gone.
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Council: South Northants has provided a design guide, so there is no need to create an external 
design code. The money for that would be better off placed in benefits to the village.


Any benefit for the village would also need to include the funding of future management and 
upkeep.


WIth 20 or more affordable homes in the development, there will be an impact on the local 
primary school, this needs conversations with the education authority, because it would be a poor 
sustainability to have children coming from Brackley to get to Croughton, for there to be no 
places available and the new children to the village having to go to Brackley or elsewhere for 
schooling.


CERDA: experts at CERDA will be consulted


Council: Diversion of the public path, is it planned that this will be landscaped?


Mr Rawal: the natural hedging requested for Townend close has been removed by the residents, it 
is possible to put the landscaping on the other side of the fence, so it cannot be removed.


Council: The site is good agricultural land.


CERDA: With mitigation and the lack of heritage site issues the benefits outweigh the harms. It 
may be possible to provide allotments or an orchard site.

	 There has already been some discussion on cemetery parking places, these might impact 
on the green space available.


Council: this brings us back to the Brackley road issue: there is already speeding down that road, 
and elsewhere in the village, please consider perhaps average speed cameras as mitigation for 
that.


Why are you looking at a development that would increase the village by 15%, instead of a 
smaller amount?


CERDA: this is down to development economics: a smaller development wouldn’t have the 
interest from builders.


Council: How would you secure local eligibility for the housing? 


Mr Rawal: for Townend close SNC had criteria that it used, I’m not sure of WNC’s position.


CERDA; we are committed to a criteria for localism.


Apologies for missing tomorrow’s meeting: family commitments prevent me from attending.
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